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What to expectWhat to expect

�� German cultural stereotypesGerman cultural stereotypes

�� Pedagogical view on modern teaching fundamentalsPedagogical view on modern teaching fundamentals

�� QuestionnaireQuestionnaire

�� ResultsResults

�� InterpretationInterpretation

�� What we can do?What we can do?

�� DiscussionDiscussion



HypothesisHypothesis

‘‘The comfort zone of the German The comfort zone of the German 

language learner is entrenched in the language learner is entrenched in the 

explicitexplicit’’..

(This leads to the question of how this interacts with the tende(This leads to the question of how this interacts with the tendency ncy 

of modern implicit style teaching approaches)of modern implicit style teaching approaches)

OR why learners say OR why learners say ‘‘Just Just gimmegimme the bloody rulesthe bloody rules…….grrrrrr!!.grrrrrr!!’’



We all love a stereotype, donWe all love a stereotype, don‘‘t wet we??

Intercultural experts Intercultural experts 

have a country specific have a country specific 

view on Germanyview on Germany

Germans enjoy 
lengthy            
going right back to 
the start of the 
matter

Germans when 
developing ideas, 
make things too

Our senses don't 
deceive us: our  

does.

In line with the 

philosophical heritage of                       
there is 

a strong preference for 
inductive rather than 

deductive approaches…

German delegates will 
be coming to the 
conference in order to 
obtain   
,then I would expect 
to hear lots of earnest 
requests for 
clarification prefaced 
by: ‘Wenn ich Sie 
richtig                     

KLARHEITKLARHEIT

VERSTANDENVERSTANDEN

HABEHABE‘

KANT, HEGEL, KANT, HEGEL, FICHTEFICHTE JUDGEMENTJUDGEMENT

EXPLANATIONSEXPLANATIONS

COMPLEXCOMPLEX



We have a rule…..and we 
work with that rule!
Sandra Meiser LTC 12.11.2012



Modern Thinking?Modern Thinking?

Many leading Many leading 

pedagogical experts   pedagogical experts   

have a specific view have a specific view 

on teachingon teaching

The instructive 
method has 
little    
over 
acquisition 

Teaching - like talk -
should centre on the 
local and relevant 
concerns of the 
people in the room, 
not the                          

world 
of grammatical 

structures

Language        
does not require   
use of conscious 
grammatical rules, 
and does not require  

tedious drill

ACQUISITIONACQUISITION

EXTENSIVEEXTENSIVE

CONTRIVEDCONTRIVED

Murphy!!!
Where’s 
the 
and the  

TRASH BINTRASH BIN

INFLUENCEINFLUENCE

MATCHES!!! MATCHES!!! 

grrrrrgrrrrr



QuestionnaireQuestionnaire

My aim was 200 responses

I received 146 responses

Target level B1-B2

71 responses I.T. 
developers  mainly 
involved in project delivery 
(in their first month of 
language training)

75 responses from 
participants who have just 
completed a two week 
B.U. course



ResultsResults

2,9

3,1

3,5

4,2

3,3

2,3

2,7



What do these results suggest? Five possible What do these results suggest? Five possible 

areas for further investigationareas for further investigation

The German learner displays the following traits:The German learner displays the following traits:

�� A tendency to allow the teacher to be less of a facilitator, morA tendency to allow the teacher to be less of a facilitator, more of e of 
an instructoran instructor

�� The avoidance of uncertainty The avoidance of uncertainty –– I need a plan!I need a plan!

�� The idea that language has a prescribed conformist set of rules The idea that language has a prescribed conformist set of rules 
rather than patterns and dispositions rather than patterns and dispositions 

�� A tendency to be guided by the teacher without considering a A tendency to be guided by the teacher without considering a 
more personalized or dual approachmore personalized or dual approach

�� A willingness to accept error but the dependency on the teacher A willingness to accept error but the dependency on the teacher 
to correct as opposed to self or peer correctionto correct as opposed to self or peer correction



How do we bring these How do we bring these 

theories together?theories together?
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What can we do? What we can do!What can we do? What we can do!

�� As teachers we should remain constantly As teachers we should remain constantly 

aware that we must not judge or assume aware that we must not judge or assume 

based on our own values. Be culturally based on our own values. Be culturally 

aware and sensitive.aware and sensitive.

�� Learning to LearnLearning to Learn

As teachers and teacher trainers we have As teachers and teacher trainers we have 

a duty to encourage learning to learn a duty to encourage learning to learn 

programs. programs. 

1.1. Learning v Acquisition (receptive v Learning v Acquisition (receptive v 

productive/ passive v active)productive/ passive v active)

2.2. How the memory worksHow the memory works

3.3. Personal learning stylePersonal learning style

4.4. ExperimentationExperimentation

…………………………and to explain the possible benefits of deductive/ implicit apprand to explain the possible benefits of deductive/ implicit approach.oach.



I dare youI dare you…….in the classroom.in the classroom

�� Do notDo not state the target languagestate the target language

�� Do notDo not state the aim of the lessonstate the aim of the lesson

� Tell the learners why you do what you do 
and the benefits to them



Further Reading Further Reading ––

Spada & Lightbown Natural & Instructional SettingsSpada & Lightbown Natural & Instructional Settings

CharacteristicsCharacteristics Natural Natural 

AcquisitionAcquisition
StructureStructure--Based Based 

InstructionInstruction

Communicative Communicative 

InstructionInstruction

TT--SS SS--SS

Learning one thing Learning one thing 

at a timeat a time
XX

Frequent feedback Frequent feedback 

on errorson errors
XX

Ample time for Ample time for 

learninglearning
XX XX

High ratio of native High ratio of native 

speakers to speakers to 

learnerslearners

XX XX

Variety of language Variety of language 

and discourse typesand discourse types
XX

Pressure to speak Pressure to speak XX

Access to modified Access to modified 

inputinput
XX XX



Thank you!!Thank you!!
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